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cs2 is the perfect tool to create a vast array of
cinematic and modern-sounding string tracks for
film, television, video games, music production, and
post-production. the sostratic toolkit menu, virtual
keyboard, clip editing, and velocity sensitive note
head tracking are just a few of the powerful features
this versatile strings library offers its users. the
sostratic toolkit, a unique panel of tools that
manage your sessions, contains all the key controls
you need to get any part of the session up and
running quickly and easily. effortlessly adjust the
key-track (breathing) of your performance simply by
adjusting the vertical position of the virtual
keyboard, or use the smooth playing movement of
the virtual string to hear how each note will sound
as you play. vectorize or clip parts of the session
with ease. with subtle changes to the note head,
you can render or reverse playback, both in the
horizontal and vertical directions. this dynamic
virtual keyboard allows you to not only control notes
on the virtual string, but also how notes are played
as they are performed. save the session and save
yourself from constant tweaking and fine-tuning of
your session! impact soundworks has done it again!
if youre a professional composer, or a music
producer youll want to check out cs2. this project is
another musical masterpiece by impact soundworks,
and theyve really upped the ante with cs2, offering
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much more than just the sounds and features of the
first version. as a professional composer, i found the
ui intuitive and easy to use, and i found cs2 to be
the only way to create a large orchestral string
session with ease. with more sophisticated
automation features in cs2, like the key-track
(breathing) adjuster, the ability to rapidly adjust the
tempo of each segment of the score, and multi-layer
velocity-sensitive note heads, to name a few, cs2 is
an absolute must for any professional composer.
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sorry to hear that! the download links provided at
the time of purchase remain active for one week
before automatically deactivating. we offer an

online backup option at the time of purchase for
$3.95, which will keep the links open for a year.

however we recommend backing up your files by
simply copying the entire cinematic strings 2 folder
to an external backup hd. to re-install, simply copy

the folder back to your preferred location and re-add
the library in kontakt if necessary. in case of an

emergency, we will re-activate your links for a fee of
$7.50 to cover bandwidth and admin costs. our

mission is to encourage you to explore the finished
product and take on the creation of your own

personal strings sample library! we hope you enjoy
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this incredible sample library, and if youd like to
discuss your ideas for a specific genre of music, why
not get in touch with us and we can have a chat, if

youd like to! this collection includes 500+ top-
quality, up-to-date tracks recorded with incredible
realism with various bowing techniques, legato,

articulations, mutes, dynamics, and soft releases.
the collection contains dynamic, legato,

articulations, mutes, dynamics, and soft releases.
the collection contains a variety of dynamics from
soft to loud. the collection is specifically designed

for instrumental scoring and composing and custom
scoring needs, and individual licenses are available
on each track within the kontakt format. the kontakt
format comes with the included presets and kontakt

player. each sound can be triggered with a
dedicated key on the midi controller. the full bundle
includes a whopping 575 gb of samples. 5ec8ef588b
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